Cooperative communication using relay nodes is one of the most effective means of exploiting space diversity for low cost nodes in wireless network. In cooperative communication, users, besides communicating their own information, also relay the information of other users. In this paper we investigate a scheme where cooperation is achieved using a common relay node which performs network coding to provide space diversity for two information nodes transmitting to a base station. We propose a scheme which uses Reed-Solomon error correcting code for encoding the information bit at the user nodes and convolutional code as network code, instead of XOR based network coding. Based on this encoder, we propose iterative soft decoding of joint network-channel code by treating it as a concatenated Reed-Solomon convolutional code. Simulation results show significant improvement in performance compared to existing scheme based on compound codes.
Introduction
The increasing popularity of ubiquitous computing has motivated the deployment of wireless communication devices that require ad hoc communication. One such application of pervasive computing is in wireless sensor networks (WSN), which is used to monitor the physical world parameters like temperature, radiation levels, image, video, and so forth. The WSN consists of large number of low cost wireless sensor nodes and each node itself has very limited computational capability. The nodes are further limited by limited power of transmitters. The main challenge of wireless sensor networks is to achieve proper balance between transmit/processing power and quality of service. However, such multiterminal systems are limited by impairments due to wireless channels, such as fading, and interference.
In the case of point to point communication systems, effect of fading is mitigated using multiple antennas at transmitter or receiver. Whereas wireless sensor nodes are too small to accommodate multiple antennas on a single terminal, several nodes can cooperate to obtain cooperative diversity [1] . In cooperative communication transmitting users use one another's antenna to realize the benefit of multiple antenna transmission. There are many cooperative strategies to achieve efficient node cooperation, such as amplify and forward [2] [3] [4] , decode and forward [5] , and coded cooperation [6, 7] . In amplify and forward protocol, relay nodes retransmit amplified versions of the signal received from source. Amplification coefficients at the relay nodes control the performance at the destination whereas in decode and forward relay nodes first decode the received symbol using hard decision and then transmit the reencoded signal to destination. Coded cooperation achieves space diversity by forwarding different segments of a channel code through different paths. Based on these basic schemes, various other improvements have been proposed in recent years. Zhou et al. [7] proposed a distributed joint source-channel coding technique that exploits source relay correlation. Throughput of the network can be increased further by using network coding at the relay nodes [8] . Network coding allows the packets to be mixed and combined at the relay nodes, instead of simple retransmission. In this paper we consider a scheme proposed in [9] employing multiple-access relay channel (MARC) where two user nodes obtain cooperation 2 International Scholarly Research Notices through a fixed relay node performing network coding. This system has advantage of diversity gain, as well as increase in system throughput. The benefit of network coding in MARC schemes has been demonstrated by other authors also. Authors in [10, 11] proposed schemes which combine the benefits of space-time codes and network coding for cooperative communication. The authors use simple XOR based network coding at the relay for obtaining diversity. They have demonstrated that combination of Alamouti spacetime code and network coding outperforms system based only on Alamouti coded cooperation. Du and Zhang [12] investigated a cooperative strategy based on parity check network coding. Their study revealed that a successful design should employ the most effective extra check bits to make full use of information in relayed bits to help decode the message from two users. Fang et al. [13] proposed a joint networkchannel coding scheme based on distributed turbo code for multiple-access relay channel, using decode and forward protocol. In [14] authors consider the problem of transmitting correlated binary sources over MARC. They proposed a joint source-channel-network decoding technique to fully exploit the correlation between sources.
In this paper we consider joint network-channel coding for multiple-access relay channel when the transmitting node employs Reed-Solomon (RS code) error correcting code and punctured recursive systematic convolutional code (RSCC) is used as network code. Encoding user information with RS code, in contrast to simply encoding with linear block code [9] , is more relevant because of widespread prevalence of RS code in many existing standards. The main contribution of this paper is applying the concept of iterative soft decoder for concatenated codes [15] in the context of network-channel decoding in MARC setup. The proposed algorithm enables network code and channel decoders to exchange soft information iteratively and to achieve an improved performance compared to a hard decision iterative decoder. We apply extrinsic information obtained from network decoder to soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoder for RS code [16, 17] through an interleaver. The extrinsic output of SISO RS decoder is applied back to SISO network-channel decoder. SISO decoding of RS code allows its decoding beyond maximum-distance separable (MDS) capability, in contrast to popular approach of hard decision decoding of RS code. The convergence behaviour of the network-channel decoder is analyzed using EXIT (extrinsic information transfer) chart [18] . We demonstrate using bit error rate (BER) simulations that the proposed scheme performs better compared to existing design proposed in [9] and conventional XOR based network coding.
The proposed scheme is visualized for uplink transmission in wireless sensor networks, where sensed information is transmitted to a central base station. In such a scenario, one needs computationally less complex sensor nodes and relays but can bear more algorithmic complexity at the base station. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the coding strategy and model of the system under consideration. In Section 3, the proposed iterative channelnetwork decoder is described, along with brief discussion of the component decoders. Section 4 describes the EXIT chart analysis of the proposed decoding scheme. Bit error performance is obtained by simulation and compared to baseline scheme in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 is the conclusion and provides suggestions for future work.
System Model and Coding Strategy
We consider the scenario shown in Figure 1 , with two mobile user nodes communicating information to a common base station in a MARC setup. Basically, the system consists of two mobile sources MU1 and MU2 transmitting binary data sequences 1 and 2 , respectively, towards the relay node (RN) and a base station (BS). Both user nodes have a symmetric positioning with respect to RN and BS. Since radio terminals cannot transmit and receive simultaneously, the nodes are assumed to operate in half-duplex mode and are using orthogonal channels. The relay node decodes the intercepted packets, reencodes them, and performs network coding on the information received from both of the information nodes. Network coded packets are then forwarded to the base station in the second phase of transmission. Decoding is performed at the BS by combining the packets received from both the user and relay nodes. The detailed protocol showing transmitting nodes, their channel assignments, and the respective transmitted messages is shown in Table 1 . In the next paragraphs we describe the encoding operations at source and relay in detail and decoder is discussed in subsequent sections.
Encoding at Mobile User Nodes.
Let denote the finite field of size . It is assumed that is an extension field of 2 as = 2 . The message vector for an ( , ) RS code is given as
, . . . , ( , ) ] ∈ , where and are the length and dimension of the code, respectively, and = − 1. The superscript ∈ {1, 2} denotes the mobile user MU and variable denotes the th codeword or packet. The th RS code of source MU-is obtained as
, . . . ,
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where G is the generator matrix of the RS code. In practice, the bits from each source are grouped into bit symbols, ( , ) ∈ , for = 1, . . . , , and coded with ( , ) RS code. The encoding at MU nodes is shown in Figure 2 (a). The RS code has dual functions; first, it is efficient against burst errors, since a sequence of + 1 consecutive bit errors can affect at most two code symbols. Second, RS code aids in iterative joint network-channel decoding as discussed in the next section. At each source node, codewords are generated, grouped into a frame, and interleaved with Π . The stream is then formed into matrix of size × , where each row forms a packet. Each packet is thus composed of randomized symbols from different RS codewords and is represented as
, . . . , ( , ) ] ∈ , where now indicates packet number of each source. The symbol array ( , ) is converted into bit array
The translated bits are modulated and broadcast to BS and relay.
Encoding at Relay
Node. The function of the relay node is performing network coding on the incoming packets from two sources. In case of simple XOR based network coding, one packet from source MU1 is linearly combined, using bitby-bit XOR operation, with packet from source MU2 and the resulting bits are transmitted to the BS. The resulting network code at relay node has rate of 2/3. Figure 2 (b) shows the proposed encoding operation at the relay node. The relay node overhears transmission from both of the MU nodes during the first phase of transmission and decodes and reencodes them. The reencoded packets are ordered into matrix of size × bits, as shown in Figure 3 , where = 1 + 2 . Here, we have the first rows belonging to the cooperating users. From these packets, the remaining − rows are generated using network code and forwarded by the relay. In this research we use recursive systematic convolutional code (RSCC) as network code instead of XOR based network code. RSCC of rate / is applied on each column of bits, from which − parity check bits are obtained. The parity check bits form matrix of size − × . It is to be noted that relay retransmits only the parity part of convolutional code. Puncturing may be applied on the parity bits to attain necessary code rates. In this paper, every alternate row of the parity bits ( in Figure 3 ) is punctured to obtain code rate of 2/3. Any different puncturing pattern may be applied, but this may result in different performance. Network code is obtained from these parity check bits and each row is transmitted as packet to the BS. Thus each row encounters different channel and bits in a row suffer from the same amount of fading.
Channel Model.
The wireless channel is assumed to be flat Rayleigh fading channel and the fading coefficient is constant for the duration of one packet transmission. Let the th received packet at the BS from link be denoted as = [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ], for ∈ {1, 2, } and = 1, . . . , . Thus, the received signal from link and packet is where is the transmitted symbol of unit energy. The fading coefficients ℎ are zero mean complex valued Gaussian random variables with Rayleigh-distributed envelope. The channel is assumed to experience slow Rayleigh fading such that fading coefficients are nearly constant over one codeword interval. Gaussian noise experienced by the th symbol of link has double-sided power spectral density 0 /2.
Iterative Network-Channel Decoder
The block diagram of the proposed iterative soft networkchannel decoding algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . At the receiver RSCC and RS codes can be considered a concatenated code structure and can be decoded iteratively [15] . The next stages consist of iterative soft decoding process in which MAP decoder is applied along the columns for soft-input soft-output (SISO) decoding of RSCC and adaptive belief propagation (ABP) algorithm [17] for SISO decoding of RS codes along rows. We denote the LLR of a received bit of packet from link as ( , ) and it is calculated as
Channel state information ℎ is assumed to be available at the base station. The LLRs of received packets are stacked over one another in the form of the matrix Γ ch as given in Figure 3 .
Γ ch consists of alternate rows of LLRs of packets from MU1 and MU2, while the last ( − 1 − 2 ) rows are LLR of packets received from RN. Γ , Γ , and Γ denote the a priori LLR, the extrinsic LLR, and the a posteriori LLR, respectively, and are related as
Subscript ∈ {1, 2, } indicates decoding operation associated with encoders at MU1, MU2, and RN, respectively. MAP decoding is performed on the columns of Γ ch with corresponding column from Γ as a priori information. MAP decoding is performed using BCJR algorithm [17] to calculate the extrinsic LLR matrix Γ . Since Γ is an ( 1 + 2 ) × matrix consisting of alternate rows of packets from MU1 and MU2, they are isolated and deinterleaved to obtain 1 and 2 . Each row in 1 and 2 constitutes the a priori LLRs of an RS codeword and can be decoded independently by applying ABP algorithm. After an iteration of ABP on all the rows, extrinsic information and a posteriori information for = 1, 2 are obtained.
With , Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [18] is performed to decode the RS codes. The retrieved codes are represented as . 1 and 2 are then interleaved and rows are combined into a priori LLR matrix Γ for the next iteration of MAP decoder. The decoding terminates once all the RS codewords have been decoded or the maximum number of iterations is reached.
SISO Decoding of Convolutional Codes.
One of the most popular MAP decoders used for decoding convolutional code is BCJR decoder. BCJR algorithm also finds application in iterative decoding of turbo code. We will briefly summarize the BCJR algorithm employed as network decoder in the proposed scheme. The BCJR decoder computes the a posteriori (APP) LLR ( ) for a bit from the received RSCC codeword y = [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ] and a priori LLR , where ( ) = Γ ( , ), = 1, . . . , . The APP LLR is at the output of BCJR algorithm that is defined as
BCJR decoder obtains as estimate of a posteriori LLR by incorporating the trellis of the code:
where is the set of all the states of trellis and ∈ is the state of the encoder at time . + is the set of ordered pairs ( , ) corresponding to all state transitions ( −1 = ) → ( = ) caused by input = +1, and − is similarly defined for = −1. Using Bayes' rule, (5) can be written as
where the second term ( ) represents a priori LLR and was applied as input to the decoder. The term ( ) = ( ) − ( ) is the extrinsic information that is obtained by subtracting a priori input from the output of the decoder and is passed onto the next decoder stage.
SISO Decoding of Reed-Solomon Codes.
The next stage consists of ABP algorithm for SISO decoding of RS codes. ABP algorithm is a significant departure from the traditional hard decision decoding of RS codes. Besides being able to decode errors beyond maximum distance separable (MDS) capability, ABP algorithm enables iterative soft decision decoding in conjunction with other soft decision decoders and equalizers. Each iteration of the algorithm proceeds in two steps, updating the parity check matrix and calculation of extrinsic information.
We now briefly explain the ABP algorithm, details of which can be found in [17] . The extrinsic LLR matrix Γ of previous stage after deinterleaving becomes matrix for this stage. For simplification of notations, let the LLR of bits in th row at iteration be denoted as
where
)] acts as a priori information for an RS codeword. To update the parity check matrix , | ( ) ( )| is sorted in ascending order of magnitude and sorting index is stored as = 1 , 2 , . . . , . Columns of the matrix are then reordered according to the permutation to obtain ( ). Gaussian elimination then reduces the first independent ( − ) columns to identity submatrix. Let this matrix be denoted as . Finally, inverse permutation is performed on the columns of as follows:
Calculation of extrinsic information is performed using sumproduct algorithm based on adapted parity check matrix . For each bit of RS code, the extrinsic LLR is obtained as
APP LLR is then updated as (11) to perform classical RS decoding:
where 0 < ≤ 1 is a damping coefficient. Its value is taken to be 0.3 according to [19] . The extrinsic information ( ) ( ) for the th row obtained for this decoding iteration is saved into the matrix as follows:
, = 1, 2, is then interleaved using Π and rows of LLR are combined back into Γ . The combined LLR matrix Γ is of size ( 1 + 2 ) × and is of the form given in Figure 3 . The iterations are run a predetermined number of times or until parity checks are satisfied.
Complexity Analysis.
In this section, we analyze the complexity incurred by the proposed iterative decoding algorithm. Since encoding operation at the user nodes and encoding/decoding at relay are not different for both proposed and baseline schemes, we concentrate only on the decoding complexity in this paper. The following calculations are based on analysis done by Chen [15] . As discussed in earlier sections, the iterative decoder consists of two constituent decoders-BCJR and ABP algorithms. An iteration of BCJR or MAP decoding algorithm for RSCC requires (12Ω( 1 + 2 )) floating point operations, where Ω is the number of states of the convolutional coder. SISO decoding of RS code consists of three stages, which includes Gaussian elimination, belief propagation or sum-product algorithm, and RS hard decision decoding. Gaussian elimination process requires ( (  −  ) 2 ) binary operations. If is the average row weight of adapted parity check matrix , each iteration of sum-product algorithm requires (( − )
2 ) floating point operations. Finally, performing RS hard decision decoding using Berlekamp-Massey algorithm requires ( 2 ) finite field arithmetic operations [20] .
With this information, we now analyze the approximate decoding complexity of the proposed algorithm and compare it with that of reference decoder. For each iteration of ABP algorithm, Gaussian elimination and belief propagation algorithm are run for maximum of iter number of times and after completion of iteration hard decision BerlekampMassey algorithm is applied. The iterations may terminate early for higher SNR values. Therefore, together with BCJR algorithm, the proposed iterative decoder requires at most
floating point operations. In the above equation, ( 1 + 2 ) is the total number of RS codewords received from both of the mobile users. The number of binary operations required is
Since hard decision Berlekamp-Massey algorithm is applied after completion of iter number of sum-product algorithm iterations, there are at most
finite field arithmetic operations. If similar system is implemented with classical Viterbi algorithm for decoding RSCC, it will require (2Ω ( 1 + 2 ) ) floating point operations. For Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, the number of finite field arithmetic operations required will be (( 1 + 2 ) 2 ). It is obvious that complexity of the proposed algorithm is far greater than one-shot ViterbiBerlekamp-Massey algorithm. This increased complexity is justified considering the significant improvement in bit error rate. Decoding complexity imposed by ABP algorithm can be further reduced by adopting newer algorithm for SISO decoding of RS codes; see [16] . Addressing this complexity issue will be the authors' future work.
EXIT Analysis
In this section we utilize extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart [18, 21] to analyze the iterative decoding behaviour of the proposed network-channel decoder. It allows us to visualize the decoding trajectory of iterative decoder components and prediction of BER performance. This in turn facilitates selection of suitable constituent codes for the scheme without time consuming Monte Carlo simulations for evaluating the performance of the scheme.
A fundamental assumption of EXIT chart analysis is that extrinsic information passed from one SISO decoder to another is a Gaussian distributed random variable. The LLR of a priori input for uncoded information ∈ {+1, −1} is modelled as
where is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance 2 . The variance must satisfy the condition = 2 /2. The mutual information between and is defined as
where ( | ) is conditional probability density function associated with a priori LLR . Therefore, for a priori LLR , mutual information is given as = ( , ). Similarly, mutual information for extrinsic output is obtained as = ( , ). To obtain EXIT chart, we artificially generate the a priori inputs to be fed into SISO decoder modules for given values of . Then the corresponding decoding algorithm of the block is invoked to produce extrinsic output . The mutual information is then evaluated using relation (16) . Finally, EXIT chart is obtained as the graphical plot between and . For decoding without any residual error, should equal 1 for some value of . Figure 5 shows the EXIT characteristics of the proposed decoding scheme with (15, 11) RS code. The inner decoder (decoder 1 indicated as superscript in symbols (1) and (1) ) consists of punctured (5, 7) 8 RSCC acting as network code with code rate of 2/3. The (
(1) , (1) ) curves are plotted with average channel / 0 of 2 dB and 3 dB. Inverse EXIT characteristics ( (2) , (2) ) are also obtained for decoder 2 (outer RS decoder consisting of ABP algorithm). It shows, at 2 dB, that the tunnel starts to open between EXIT curves of decoder 1 and decoder 2, and, at 3 dB, the tunnel is completely open. Therefore, the decoder bit error rate (BER) cliff is expected to start at 2 dB and can be verified in Figure 8 . The EXIT chart for the system with (31, 27) RS code as channel code and punctured (15, 17) 8 RSCC acting as network code is given in Figure 6 , where turbo-cliff starts for / 0 ≥ 3 dB. The corresponding improvement in BER performance with decoding iterations is indicated in Figure 9 .
EXIT chart can be used for selecting a suitable network code from the family of RSCC. Figure 7 shows the EXIT RS (15, 11) chart of the proposed algorithm with RS (15, 11) as outer code (channel code) and different convolutional codes (network code). The three convolutional codes considered are with four-state (5, 7) 8 , eight-state (15, 17) 8 , and 16-state (23, 35) 8 trellis. Similar to the earlier two cases, the channels are assumed to be Rayleigh flat fading with different links suffering an independent amount of fading. As can be seen in Figure 7 , at / 0 = 2.5 dB, the tunnel between (
(1) ,
and 
, (1) ) curve moves upward for lower values of (1) and the first opening in the tunnel appears for (5, 7) 8 RSCC. The tunnel between the other two EXIT curves opens up subsequently with increase in SNR. Hence, coding scheme using (5, 7) 8 convolutional code will encounter waterfall region earlier than the other two codes. 
Simulation Results
In this section we demonstrate through simulations that proposed iterative network-channel decoder outperforms existing scheme. For comparison we consider the reference scheme proposed in [9] . The performance is evaluated for BPSK modulated signal transmitted over Rayleigh block fading channel; that is, the channel fading coefficient is assumed to be constant for the duration of one packet. As explained earlier, we consider MARC scheme with two users cooperatively transmitting to the BS. An intermediate relay node assists in the transmission through network coding. The SNR of MU-BS and RN-BS is assumed to be the same unless mentioned otherwise.
First we investigate the iterative convergence behaviour of the proposed design. Figure 8 shows BER performance of the proposed network-channel decoder with (15, 11) RS code as channel code and punctured (5, 7) 8 RSCC as network code. It can be observed that iterative decoding gain is obtained for / 0 values higher than 2 dB, as predicted in EXIT chart of Figure 5 . Error rate decreases with increase in iterations and there is no significant improvement in BER after 10 iterations. Figure 9 shows the performance of the iterative decoder with (31, 27) RS code and (15, 17) RSCC combination, in which iteration gain starts for / 0 ≥ 3 dB. The best BER performance is achieved for 10 iterations or more. This corresponds to EXIT chart in Figure 6 , as explained earlier.
Next we look at the interaction between channel and network code. For this purpose, we fix the channel code at the user nodes to (15, 11) RS codes and look at convolutional codes with different generator polynomials applied as network code. To compare the performance with XOR based network code and the reference scheme, the convolutional code at the relay is punctured to get rates close to 2/3. The proposed decoding algorithm is run for ten iterations. With all the links having the same average received SNR, Figure 10 shows average bit error rate of the MARC as function of / 0 . For comparison we also show the results obtained in the reference scheme in [9] with a similar network-channel decoding scheme. It is observed that the average bit error probability of the proposed scheme has improved considerably compared to the baseline system. For instance, using punctured (23, 35) 8 RSCC as network code, a gain of nearly 1.5 dB can be observed at a bit error rate of 10 −3 , as compared for (63, 39, 9) BCH code based network coding. Compared to (31, 21, 5) BCH code based network code, gain is even more significant (of 2.5 dB) at bit error rate of 10 −3 whereas the gain of the proposed scheme with (5, 7) 8 RSCC network code with respect to (63, 39, 9) and (31, 21, 5) BCH code based network code is 1 dB and 2 dB, respectively. For the purpose of comparison, Figure 10 also shows the performance of the baseline scheme with XOR based network code.
Next we simulate another type of interaction between channel and network code where network coding at the relay node is kept fixed and channel code is varied. Figure 11 illustrates the bit error rate of the proposed scheme with punctured (5, 7) 8 RSCC as network code. The channel codes considered are (15, 7), (15, 11) , and (7, 4) Reed-Solomon codes. It can be observed that relative gain in performance is higher than that of baseline scheme consisting of relatively complex (31, 21, 5) BCH code as network code, and channel codes being (15, 7) , (15, 11) , and (7, 4) BCH code. For example, to achieve bit error rate of 10 −4 , the relative gain of the proposed coding scheme with user channel code of (15, 7) RS code is about 2 dB better compared to corresponding reference scheme with (15, 7) BCH code. On the other hand the gain is 3 dB for (15, 11) block code used as channel code at the user nodes. But the gain is reduced to 2 dB for (7, 4) block codes used as channel code at the two user nodes. All the simulations performed in this paper use BPSK modulation. This can be easily extended to higher-order modulation. Two simulation curves which use QPSK modulation are also shown in Figure 11 . The QPSK simulation is done for RS codes (15, 11) and (7, 4) , but the network code remains the same. For other higher-order modulation designs, suitable combination of channel code and network code can be done using EXIT analysis discussed earlier. Figure 12 shows the performance of the proposed scheme in asymmetric SNR scenario. The information at both sources is encoded with (15, 7) RS code and network coding operation is done at the relay with (15, 17) 8 RSCC as mother code. Similar to the scenario in [9] , we study a case where the sum of SNRs for the direct links of the users is assumed constant; that is, 1 + 2 = 10 dB. Average received SNR of the relaydestination link is assumed constant with 3 = 8 dB. It can be observed that, because of coupling between the two users at relay node, SNR of one link affects the BER performance of the other link also. When one of the users has bad link, both users will experience bad link performance regardless of the other user's link quality. Thus, the best performance is obtained with the proposed scheme when SNRs of both links are almost equal.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed an improvement over the network-channel decoder for MARC setup. The received signal bits form a product code, where rows are formed by the individual packets of the two users ordered alternatively and columns are formed by network coding scheme used at the relay node. The proposed scheme consists of channel coding performed by Reed-Solomon codes at the user nodes and punctured convolutional code acting as network code at the common relay. Iterative soft decision decoding is performed at the receiver by exchanging extrinsic information between SISO decoders for RS and convolutional codes. Significant improvement in bit error rate performance is obtained with the proposed scheme compared to the baseline networkchannel scheme. The EXIT analysis of the proposed decoder is presented to validate the decoding convergence results. Future works involve employment of lower complexity SISO decoder for RS codes and studying the properties of the decoder in network-channel coding scenario.
